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The Spaces In Between
It is becoming increasingly accepted that greater urban density is required to achieve
more sustainable patterns of life, in order to reduce energy consumption and thus
combat climate change. The concentration of people in denser cities ¿ sharing space,
infrastructure, and facilities ¿ offers much greater energy efficiency than the expanded
horizontal city, which requires more land usage as well as higher energy expenditure to
facilitate infrastructure and mobility. However, the full implications of this push to
greater density, especially vertical density, are not fully understood, and cities around
the world ¿ including both emerging and established skyscraper cities¿ are grappling
with the question of how to move towards greater height and density while still
maintaining a high quality of life.As the world population continues to densify, the need
for urban amenities becomes amplified; cities must increasingly buffer or compensate
for an expanding urban population. The development of open spaces of various scales
will help offset the effects of neighborhoods increasingly filled with tall buildings. This
CTBUH Technical Guide analyzes how to approach urban habitat adjoining tall
buildings, highlighting case studies of open spaces at varying scales to help readers
understand the ingredients that make them successful ¿ or the lack of ingredients that
holds them back from their full potential. In addition, public spaces across cities are
analyzed holistically to determine how cities as an organic whole approach the concept
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of urban habitat.This Technical Guide is the product of years of research by the CTBUH
Urban Habitat / Urban Design Committee, which was formed to study the role of tall
buildings within a city and how those tall buildings affect the quality of life for those that
live or work within them. It is part of a series of Technical Guides that provides practical
state-of-the-art technical details on specific areas of skyscraper research, offering a
wealth of knowledge essential for industry professionals, academic researchers, and all
others interested in the relationship between skyscrapers and urban habitat.
This book focuses on interstitial spaces or in- between borders in the Middle East.
Using various case studies, it raises the question how actors living in these regions
perform their belonging despite the apparent constraints of history and politics. In
recent years, the Middle East has seen States attempts to shape buffer zones or safe
zones in border regions, for example, in Syria’s borderlands in the aftermath of the civil
war. Typically studies on in- between borders refer to three interrelated aspects: space
(territorial, symbolic), power (states or non-state actors) and identity (definition of the
self/other). In this volume, the authors investigate these axes of research through the
notions of sovereignty and belonging in order to assess how these concepts may
highlight in-betweenness through a political dimension. Stemming from a perception of
the borders as processes, these various studies aim to explore the theoretical potential
of in- between border spaces to re-think sovereignty and identity belonging in such
interstitial zones. While notions such as heterotopia, margins, liminality, borderlands,
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buffer zones, no man’s land or frontiers will be explored, each case study highlights
how actors, territory and powers relate to each other in order to improve our
understanding of historical and political process that are shaping identities under spatial
constraints. The chapters in this book were originally published as a special issue of the
journal, Mediterranean Politics.
With the boundaries of place softened and extended by digital communications
technologies, learning in a networked society necessitates new distributions of activity
across time, space, media, and people; and this development is no longer exclusive to
formally designated spaces such as school classrooms, lecture halls, or research
laboratories. Place-based Spaces for Networked Learning explores how qualities of
physical places make both formal and informal education in a networked society
possible. Through a series of investigations and case studies, it illuminates the
structural composition and functioning of complex learning environments. This book
offers a wealth of key design elements and attributes for productive learning that
educational designers can reuse in multiple contexts. The chapters examine how
places are modified, expanded, or supplemented by networking technologies and
practices in order to create spaces in which learners can collaboratively develop new
understandings, connections, and capabilities. Utilizing a range of diverse but
complementary perspectives from anthropology, archaeology, architecture, geography,
psychology, sociology, and urban studies, Place-based Spaces for Networked Learning
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addresses how material places and digital spaces are understood; how sense can be
made of new assemblages and configurations of tasks, tools, and people; how the realtime analysis of new flows of data can inform and entertain users of a space; and how
access to the digital realm changes our experiences with both places and other people.
A Pulitzer Prize-winning reporter who covered the Supreme Court for The New York
Times, Linda Greenhouse trains an autobiographical lens on a moment of transition in
U.S. journalism. Calling herself "an accidental activist," she raises urgent questions
about the role of journalists as citizens and participants in the world around them.
A collaboration between the architects and world famous photographer Judith Turner.
A one-time orphan embarks on a bizarre bus-journey with his newfound parents . . .
Two old men tamper with the dark arts and open a gateway that threatens the
destruction of the world . . . A grieving widower goes to great lengths to bring his wife
back from the dead--only to find that she's brought someone else with her . . . And a
man uses a roll of magical tape to halt time and save his wife's life, unaware that there
are things in this stopped-clock dimension that take a dim view of visitors . . .
The subject is the human imagination—and the mysterious interplay between the
imagination and the spaces it has made for itself to live in: gardens, rooms, buildings,
streets, museums and maps, fictional topographies, and architectures. The book is a
lesson in seeing and sensing the manifold forms created by the mind for its own
pleasure. Like all of Robert Harbison's works, Eccentric Spaces is a hybrid, informed by
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the author's interests in art, architecture, fiction, poetry, landscape, geography, history,
and philosophy. The subject is the human imagination—and the mysterious interplay
between the imagination and the spaces it has made for itself to live in: gardens,
rooms, buildings, streets, museums and maps, fictional topographies, and
architectures. The book is a lesson in seeing and sensing the manifold forms created
by the mind for its own pleasure. Palaces and haunted houses, Victorian parlors,
Renaissance sculpture gardens, factories, hill-towns, ruins, cities, even novels and
paintings constructed around such environments—these are the spaces over which the
author broods. Brilliantly learned, deliberately remote in form from conventional
scholarship, Eccentric Spaces is a magical book, an intellectual adventure, a
celebration. Since its original publication in 1977, Eccentric Spaces has had a devoted
readership. Now it is available to be discovered by a new generation of readers.
This selection of non-fictional work from the author of Life, a User's Manual,
demonstrates Georges Perec's characteristic lightness of touch, wry humour and
accessibility.
Ideas and concepts of liminality have long shaped debates around the uses and
practices of space in constructions of identity, particularly in relation to different forms of
travel such as tourism, migration and pilgrimage, and the social, cultural and
experiential landscapes associated with these and other mobilities. The ritual,
performative and embodied geographies of borderzones, non-places, transitional
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spaces, or 'spaces in-between' are often discussed in terms of the liminal, yet there
have been few attempts to problematize the concept, or to rethink how ideas of the
liminal might find critical resonance with contemporary developments in the study of
place, space and mobility. Liminal Landscapes fills this void by bringing together variety
of new and emerging methodological approaches of liminality from varying disciplines
to explore new theoretical perspectives on mobility, space and socio-cultural
experience. By doing so, it offers new insight into contemporary questions about
technology, surveillance, power, the city, and post-industrial modernity within the
context of tourism and mobility. The book draws on a wide range of disciplinary
approaches, including social anthropology, cultural geography, film, media and cultural
studies, art and visual culture, and tourism studies. It brings together recent research
from scholars with international reputations in the fields of tourism, mobility, landscape
and place, alongside the work of emergent scholars who are developing new insights
and perspectives in this area. This timely intervention is the first collection to offer an
interdisciplinary account of the intersection between liminality and landscape in terms of
space, place and identity. It therefore charts new directions in the study of liminal
spaces and mobility practices and will be valuable reading for range of students,
researchers and academics interested in this field.
NEW YORK TIMES BOOK REVIEW EDITORS’ CHOICE • An outsider who can travel
between worlds discovers a secret that threatens the very fabric of the multiverse in this
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stunning debut, a powerful examination of identity, privilege, and belonging. WINNER
OF THE COMPTON CROOK AWARD • FINALIST FOR THE LOCUS AWARD •
“Gorgeous writing, mind-bending world-building, razor-sharp social commentary, and a
main character who demands your attention—and your allegiance.”—Rob Hart, author of
The Warehouse NAMED ONE OF THE BEST BOOKS OF THE YEAR BY NPR •
Library Journal • Book Riot Multiverse travel is finally possible, but there’s just one
catch: No one can visit a world where their counterpart is still alive. Enter Cara, whose
parallel selves happen to be exceptionally good at dying—from disease, turf wars, or
vendettas they couldn’t outrun. Cara’s life has been cut short on 372 worlds in total.
On this dystopian Earth, however, Cara has survived. Identified as an outlier and
therefore a perfect candidate for multiverse travel, Cara is plucked from the dirt of the
wastelands. Now what once made her marginalized has finally become an unexpected
source of power. She has a nice apartment on the lower levels of the wealthy and
walled-off Wiley City. She works—and shamelessly flirts—with her enticing yet aloof
handler, Dell, as the two women collect off-world data for the Eldridge Institute. She
even occasionally leaves the city to visit her family in the wastes, though she struggles
to feel at home in either place. So long as she can keep her head down and avoid
trouble, Cara is on a sure path to citizenship and security. But trouble finds Cara when
one of her eight remaining doppelgängers dies under mysterious circumstances,
plunging her into a new world with an old secret. What she discovers will connect her
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past and her future in ways she could have never imagined—and reveal her own role in
a plot that endangers not just her world but the entire multiverse. “Clever characters,
surprise twists, plenty of action, and a plot that highlights social and racial inequities in
astute prose.”—Library Journal (starred review)
Historical Archaeology demonstrates the potential of adopting a flexible, encompassing
definition of historical archaeology which involves the study of all societies with
documentary evidence. It encourages research that goes beyond the boundaries
between prehistory and history. Ranging in subject matter from Roman Britain and
Classical Greece, to colonial Africa, Brazil and the United States, the contributors
present a much broader range of perspectives than is currently the trend.
The Spaces in BetweenA Journeying Into Self Evolution.The Spaces Between UsA
Story of Neuroscience, Evolution, and Human NatureOxford University Press
Where have all the fishballs gone? From a journalist deeply attuned to the subtleties of
Hong Kong life comes Borrowed Spaces, a chronicle of the ways in which the
grassroots citizens of Hong Kong reshape their city to make up for the shortcomings of
their bureaucratic government. Mango trees sprouting on roundabouts, fishball stalls
and neon signs: these are just some of the Hong Kong icons that are casualties in the
struggle to reclaim public spaces. Christopher DeWolf explores the history of Hong
Kong’s urban growth through the daily tug of war between the people’s needs to
express themselves and government regulations.
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Your Life After Death The book that answers life's BIGGEST QUESTION ...what
happens to me when I die? According to Joseph - the ancient, highly evolved spirit who
has lived in an enlightened sphere of reality 'beyond the veil' for thousands of years there are countless opportunities and wonders awaiting you beyond physical 'death'.
Communicated through respected trance medium, Michael G. Reccia, this unique book
is arguably the most comprehensive account ever written of what lies ahead for you
when you leave this world behind. Whether you're a spiritual seeker or simply curious
as to what comes next, this definitive guide to the afterlife will answer all your questions
and be an essential source of comfort and inspiration ...read it and you'll never look at
the next life, or, indeed, this one, in quite the same way again.
............................................ Joseph: 'Some of the concepts we will talk about are
frightening and they should be in the public knowledge; some of them are uplifting and
take souls to places beyond physical description in terms of beauty and love and
ecstasy. The book will give people a better grounding on the subject of death and the
afterlife than has been given before in many books.'
Prepare yourself for an eye-opening odyssey through magical, metaphysical realities
The spaces between... ...Are filled with wonder, spectacle and the unexpected. So says
Joseph, the ancient, discarnate spirit communicator in this, the eighth book of his
internationally-acclaimed series, as he draws back the heavy curtain of 'reality' to reveal
aspects of the world and of our physical and spiritual lives that have remained
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unnoticed, unseen and unappreciated for countless aeons. Within these pages you will
meet the many wondrous expressions of spiritual life, both positive and negative, that
co-habit and interact with us on Earth -- hugely influential beings that at worst have
been dismissed entirely and at best confined to the realms of folklore and myth as a
result of our current fascination with all things material and the glamour of our expresstrain society. You will also come face to face with and discover the nature of some of
the deepest facets of yourself, allowing you to gain greater control over your life and to
express and project the noblest aspects of 'you' into the world for your personal benefit,
the benefit of all humanity and the good of the planet itself. Prepare yourself for an
enlightening, enthralling and sometimes shocking journey through the parallel realms
that exist around and within you at this very moment, waiting to once again be
recognised and understood. ...By the last page you will be in no doubt that the 'spaces
between' -- on Earth, in the heavens and deep within yourself -- are, in fact, anything
but.
Eight stories of fantasy, horror, and science fiction that will give you goosebumps, chills,
and make you think about what might lie in the spaces between the spaces.

Devastated by the abandonment of his wife, Federico de la Fe moves with his
young daughter from Mexico to California, where he is unable to break free of
feelings of oppression, encounters an unusual woman, and meets another
heartbroken man. A first novel. Reprint.
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This is one of those rare books that, in just a few minutes, will transform the way
you see the world around you, beginning with the simplest, most ordinary, most
overlooked of things: the spaces between your fingers. It's a parable about a
grandfather vanishing into the blur of Alzheimer's, and the secret way of
remembering that he taught his grandson, so they could always find each other.
The simple yet lyrical prose draws you in from page one, and builds to an
emotional, magical conclusion that will have you reflecting on the people and
memories you cherish most in your own life. The story inspired The Spaces
Between Your Fingers Project, a nonprofit that helps people with Alzheimer's
pass on their memories by writing them on postcards and mailing them to their
kids and grandkids. 100% of author royalties are donated to fund SBYF Project
writing programs.
Using language - speaking and understanding it - is a defining ability of human
beings, woven into all human activity. It is therefore inevitable that it should be
deeply implicated in the design, production and use of buildings. Building
legislation, design guides, competition and other briefs, architectural criticism,
teaching and scholarly material, and the media all produce their characteristic
texts. The authors use texts about such projects as Berlin's new Reichstag,
Scotland's new Parliament, and the Auschwitz concentration camp museum to
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clarify the interaction between texts, design, critical debate and response.
Often controversial and sometimes even shocking to audiences, the work of
California-based artist Suzanne Lacy has challenged viewers and participants
with personal accounts of traumatic events, settings that require people to
assume uncomfortable positions, multisensory productions that evoke emotional
as well as intellectual responses, and even flayed lambs and beef kidneys. Lacy
has experimented with ways to claim the power of mass media, to use women’s
consciousness-raising groups as a performance structure, and to connect her
projects to lived experiences. The body and large groups of bodies are the
locations for her lifelike art, revealing the aesthetics of relationships among
people. In this critical examination of Suzanne Lacy, Sharon Irish surveys Lacy’s
art from 1972 to the present, demonstrating the pivotal roles that Lacy has had in
public art, feminist theory, and community organizing. Lacy initially used her own
body—or animal organs—to visually depict psychological states or social conditions
in photographs, collages, and installations. In the late 1970s she turned to
organizing large groups of people into art events—including her most famous
work,The Crystal Quilt, a 1987 performance broadcast live on PBS and featuring
hundreds of women in Minneapolis—and pioneered a new genre of public art. Irish
investigates the spaces between art and life, self and other, and the body and
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physical structures in Lacy’s multifaceted artistic projects, showing how
throughout her influential career Lacy has created art that resists racism,
promotes feminism, and explores challenging human relationships.
This book equips faculty members with the knowledge and skills to enhance their
curriculum selection, course design, discussions, and feedback in online and
virtual spaces. If educators' practices and methodologies are not including
consideration for student cultural attributes, the teachers and instructors are
missing a 'real connection' - especially in virtual and online spaces. This book is a
'must have' in teaching and learning practice. The author addresses questions
that results in answers that targets a better understanding of how to increase the
connecting with students in virtual educational spaces - specifically the LatinX
culture and research-based and identified cultural way of learning. The idea of
cultural adaptation to learning is critical to instructional effectiveness in online
higher education environments.This book provides clear foundations and
examples of a specific viewpoint, background knowledge and skills, as well as
small changes faculty can make in their content, discussions, and course
development to better connect with and engage LatinX students in online spaces.
"Hidden beneath consciousness, the brain mechanisms of personal space affect
every aspect of our lives - social, emotional, cultural, and practical"-Page 13/20
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Silent reading is now universally accepted as normal; indeed reading aloud to
oneself may be interpreted as showing a lack of ability or understanding. Yet
reading aloud was usual, indeed unavoidable, throughout antiquity and most of
the middle ages. Saenger investigates the origins of the gradual separation of
words within a continuous written text and the consequent development of silent
reading. He then explores the spread of these practices throughout western
Europe, and the eventual domination of silent reading in the late medieval period.
A detailed work with substantial notes and appendices for reference.
"A girl-centered Catcher in the Rye for the 21st century. "—Kirkus Reviews,
starred review Two outcast best friends are desperate to survive senior year and
break away from their dying factory town in Stacia Tolman's The Spaces
Between Us, an unforgettable YA debut. Serena Velasco and her best (and only)
friend, Melody Grimshaw, are dying to get out of Colchis. Until now they’ve both
been coasting, keeping a safe distance from the bleakness of home and the
banality of high school. To make things more interesting Serena fixates on
communism, eager to get a rise out of their conservative small town. Her
Western Civ teacher catches on and challenges her with an independent study of
class and upward mobility—what creates the spaces between us. Meanwhile,
Grimshaw takes on a mission of her own: to make it onto the cheerleading
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squad, find a job, and escape the weight of her family’s hopeless reputation. But
sometimes the biggest obstacles are the ones you don’t see coming;
Grimshaw’s quest for success becomes a fight for survival, and Serena’s
independent study gets a little too real. With the future of their friendship and their
lives on the line, the stakes have never been so high. Christy Ottaviano Books
One of the founders of the architectural firm of Skidmore, Owings and Merrill, is the subject of
this autobiography which provides an insider's account of its growth and activities of the
business.
NAMED ONE OF THE BEST BOOKS OF THE YEAR BY THE LOS ANGELES TIMES, THE
SEATTLE TIMES, AND PUBLISHERS WEEKLY. When a murdered woman is found in the city
of Beszel, somewhere at the edge of Europe, it looks to be a routine case for Inspector Tyador
Borlú of the Extreme Crime Squad. To investigate, Borlú must travel from the decaying Beszel
to its equal, rival, and intimate neighbor, the vibrant city of Ul Qoma. But this is a border
crossing like no other, a journey as psychic as it is physical, a seeing of the unseen. With Ul
Qoman detective Qussim Dhatt, Borlú is enmeshed in a sordid underworld of nationalists intent
on destroying their neighboring city, and unificationists who dream of dissolving the two into
one. As the detectives uncover the dead woman’s secrets, they begin to suspect a truth that
could cost them more than their lives. What stands against them are murderous powers in
Beszel and in Ul Qoma: and, most terrifying of all, that which lies between these two cities.
BONUS: This edition contains a The City & The City discussion guide and excerpts from China
Miéville's Kraken and Embassytown.
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The contributions gathered in this volume exhibit a great variety of interdisciplinary
perspectives on and theoretical approaches to the notion of ‘spaces between’. They draw our
attention to the nexus between the medium of comics and the categories of difference as well
as identity such as gender, dis/ability, age, and ethnicity, in order to open and intensify an
interdisciplinary conversation between comics studies and intersectional identity studies.
The Space between Us brings the connection between geography, psychology, and politics to
life. By going into the neighborhoods of real cities, Enos shows how our perceptions of racial,
ethnic, and religious groups are intuitively shaped by where these groups live and interact
daily. Through the lens of numerous examples across the globe and drawing on a compelling
combination of research techniques including field and laboratory experiments, big data
analysis, and small-scale interactions, this timely book provides a new understanding of how
geography shapes politics and how members of groups think about each other. Enos' analysis
is punctuated with personal accounts from the field. His rigorous research unfolds in accessible
writing that will appeal to specialists and non-specialists alike, illuminating the profound effects
of social geography on how we relate to, think about, and politically interact across groups in
the fabric of our daily lives.
Sally Kineworthy's life has been compact and orderly. She has a chef's job she is passionate
about, a long-term crush on the restaurant's owner and a best friend in her roommate, Kayley
Bono. With the hiring of a demanding new Executive Chef, she feels her predictable life is
being threatened. Strange, unexplainable events begin to happen. At first, it is the unexpected
chill she feels during a sweltering hot day and then the sense of being followed by something
she can't see. The odd events escalate until a ghost pleads for help. Sally rediscovers a part of
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her that she thought she had hidden away and is forced to accept her ability to interact with the
normally unseen world. With the help of an enigmatic man, her deceased grandmother and
friends, she begins to learn the mysteries that lie between the many spaces where love reveals
itself.
In its exploration of how spaces become places, The Spaces between Buildings invites readers
to see anew the spaces they encounter every day and often take for granted.
The quality of life of millions of people living in cities could be improved if the form of the city
were to evolve in a manner appropriate to its climatic context. Climatically responsive urban
design is vital to any notion of sustainability: it enables individual buildings to make use of
renewable energy sources for passive heating and cooling, it enhances pedestrian comfort and
activity in outdoor spaces, and it may even encourage city dwellers to moderate their
dependence on private vehicles. Urban Microclimate bridges the gap between climatology
research and applied urban design. It provides architects and urban design professionals with
an understanding of how the structure of the built environment at all scales affects
microclimatic conditions in the space between buildings, and analyzes the interaction between
microclimate and each of the elements of the urban landscape. In the first two sections of the
book, the extensive body of work on this subject by climatologists and geographers is
presented in the language of architecture and planning professionals. The third section follows
each step in the design process, and in part four a critical analysis of selected case study
projects provides a demonstration of the complexity of applied urban design. Practitioners will
find in this book a useful guide to consult, as they address these key environmental issues in
their own work.
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Explores the intimate relationship of non-Native and Native sexual politics in the United States

A heartfelt journey from the depths of despair to finding one's self and true love
...Have you ever faced difficult times, such as a divorce, and begun questioning
your religion? If so, then you'll relate to Inanda Joy and Love & The Spaces In
Between.This real-life memoir from shamanic practitioner and spiritual facilitator
Inanda Joy highlights her journey to finding love and her aspirations to help
others heal from emotional wounds.
In January 2002 Rory Stewart walked across Afghanistan-surviving by his wits,
his knowledge of Persian dialects and Muslim customs, and the kindness of
strangers. By day he passed through mountains covered in nine feet of snow,
hamlets burned and emptied by the Taliban, and communities thriving amid the
remains of medieval civilizations. By night he slept on villagers' floors, shared
their meals, and listened to their stories of the recent and ancient past. Along the
way Stewart met heroes and rogues, tribal elders and teenage soldiers, Taliban
commanders and foreign-aid workers. He was also adopted by an unexpected
companion-a retired fighting mastiff he named Babur in honor of Afghanistan's
first Mughal emperor, in whose footsteps the pair was following. Through these
encounters-by turns touching, con-founding, surprising, and funny-Stewart makes
tangible the forces of tradition, ideology, and allegiance that shape life in the
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map's countless places in between.
Placed somewhere within the limits of our body and the limitless domain of our
imagination, there is the source of tales. But where do they come from ? Who
knows? No good asking the author, who claims she is just a "scribe to the Muse".
Bourdieu and Historical Analysis explores the usefulness of Pierre Bourdieu s
thought for analyzing not only the reproduction of social structures but also largescale sociohistorical change.
'Beautiful and heart-rending . . . I could smell Africa on every page' - A. A. Gill
Caroline Jones was born in Ethiopia and spent most of her childhood in East
Africa. She read French and Spanish at Oxford University and went on to make
documentaries for the BBC. Now aged 39, she is happily married with two
children. Yet beneath this seemingly perfect public exterior, Caroline was in fact
privately indulging in a pattern of destructive behaviour that left her exhausted,
anxious, depressed and full of self-loathing - from the ages of 17 to 31, for 14
years, Caroline was suffering from an extremely widespread yet comparatively
little-talked about mental illness - bulimia. Caroline is articulate, intelligent,
insightful and frank about her experiences, interweaving the journey of her illness
with memories of her African childhood, her time at Oxford, her work for the BBC,
her family and other relationships, making for a warm and engaging memoir. Her
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perceptive, retrospective approach to her illness allows her to transcend the topic
of bulimia and talk more generally about self-destructive behaviour - there are
lessons here which will speak to a little part of everyone.
From the author of the bestselling Anam Cara comes a beautiful collection of
blessings to help readers through both the everyday and the extraordinary events
of their lives. John O’Donohue, Irish teacher and poet, has been widely praised
for his gift of drawing on Celtic spiritual traditions to create words of inspiration
and wisdom for today. In To Bless the Space Between Us, his compelling blend
of elegant, poetic language and spiritual insight offers readers comfort and
encouragement on their journeys through life. O’Donohue looks at life’s
thresholds—getting married, having children, starting a new job—and offers
invaluable guidelines for making the transition from a known, familiar world into a
new, unmapped territory. Most profoundly, however, O’Donohue explains
“blessing” as a way of life, as a lens through which the whole world is
transformed. O’Donohue awakens readers to timeless truths and shows the
power they have to answer contemporary dilemmas and ease us through periods
of change.
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